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This thesis is the result of a 10 months research performed at Thales Nederland 
B.V., manufacturer of naval and ground based radar systems, in order to obtain a Master 
of Science degree in Applied Physics at the Eindhoven University of Technology
[http://www.tue.nl].

An extensive patent and scientific article citation research has been conducted, 
current state of the art in the field of radar absorbing materials have been mapped and 
interesting topics are being discussed. Suggestions for specific materials at different scales 
of size are made.

A new space filling fractal shape, the flake curve, has been introduced and it has 
been shown that this new curve shows comparable resonant behaviour to the already 
known Hilbert and H-curves, while being more isotropic in geometry. Resonant 
behaviour of these new curves close to a ground plane has also been mapped. This has 
been done before with the Peano curve, but presumably not close enough to the ground 
plane to see the drop in resonance frequency that could be recognized for the flake curve 
below 3 mm.

An artificial magnetic ground plane (AMC) has been constructed with the new 
flake curve in order to build an AMC based Salisbury screen absorber. This structure led 
to a off-zero phase shift for the reflected field, which had to be compensated with a 
spacer layer in the resulting Salisbury absorber. Due to this spacer layer, the resulting 
structure showed dual band absorbance behaviour with an absorbing band caused by the 
classic Salisbury principle of the whole and another band caused by the resonant 
behaviour of the structure. This structure is thinner than the classic Salisbury counterpart, 
because the total ¼λ phase shift that is needed from front to back is partially achieved by 
the fractal structure, instead of by the spacer alone.

Abstract
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The Mathplayer plug-in is made by Design
Science, Inc. and is available at the Design
Science website [http://www.dessci.com].

This thesis is written in HTML. In 1991 HTML was introduced by Tim 
Berners-Lee from CERN as a platform independent document format. Since the 
proliferation of the internet, HTML has become a popular medium for the publication of 
web pages on the so called World Wide Web, a collection of HTML documents linked to 
each other.

The original purpose of HTML however, was to simplify the exchange of 
scientific documents, an application that is not widely in use, presumably mostly due to 
the lack of a simple interface for formulas. Recently however, MathML, a XML based 
markup language for formulas, has become available in the Mozilla and Firefox web 
browsers. With the aid of a plug-in, MathML content can also be rendered within Internet
Explorer. The authoring of MathML however still is quite cumbersome, for example, 
Pythagoras' equation needs to be written as:

<math xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1998/Math/MathML">
        <mstyle displaystyle="true">
                <msup>
                        <mi>a</mi>
                        <mn>2</mn>
                </msup>
                <mo>+</mo>
                <msup>
                        <mi>b</mi>
                        <mn>2</mn>
                </msup>
                <mo>=</mo>
                <msup>
                        <mi>c</mi>
                        <mn>2</mn>
                </msup>
        </mstyle>
</math>
        

Luckily, there are scripts that can process TeX like code and convert it to 
MathML. This way, the same formula can be authored like a^2 + b^2 = c^2, which is still 
quite readable on browsers that do not support MathML rendering. When MathML 
rendering is supported however, this should be converted to a nice formula: a2 + b2 = c 2.

Apart from the problems with formulas, current HTML implementations also lack
the ability to produce tables of contents, footnotes, cross references, numbering and the 
like in a convenient way. Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) level 3 provide a way to do this, 
but unfortunately these features are not yet implemented in common browsers. With the 
aid of scripts however, these features can be simulated, which is done in this thesis.

On the left of each page, a relatively large margin is situated which hold multiple 
purposes. First, it provides the reader with some space to scribble notes, to add sticky 
papers or just to make today's shopping list. Next, it provides me (the writer) with some 

Preface
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space to add notes about the text at hand. These sidenotes are comparable to footnotes, 
but have the advantage that the reader loses track of the main text less easily. Lastly, it 
provides a way to reprint formulas or figures that have been mentioned before and are 
being referred to at that particular point. Instead of searching back for the correct 
reference, one could have a quick look at the margin, where they re-appear in a somewhat
smaller typeface.

When viewed as HTML in a browser, references to formulas, figures and external 
articles are links pointing to the formulas or figures in question or to the reference list. 
The script used for the conversion of TeX like code into MathML is a modified version 
of Peter Jispen's ASCIIMathML javascript library [http://www.chapman.edu/~jipsen], which 
is available at my site [http://www.rikkertkoppes.com/masterthesis/res/mathml.js].

Lastly, I want to thank my supervisor at Thales Nederland B.V., Frank Leferink as
well as my supervisor at the Eindhoven University of Technology, Klaas Kopinga for 
scientific support during my traineeship.
Rikkert Koppes, Eindhoven, May 2007

 

This thesis is available online at http://www.rikkertkoppes.com/masterthesis.
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Vectors will be printed in bold: B .
Unit vectors will be denoted with a hat: ẑ .

Amplitudes will be denoted with a tilde: B~e i
¡
ωt −kx

¢
.

The imaginary unit will be i.
Definitions (found in the index) will be in bold.

E
Electric vector field

D
Electric displacement vector field

B
Magnetic vector field

H
H vector field

ω
Angular frequency

k
Electromagnetic wave vector

k
Wave number

ε
Electric (absolute) complex permittivity, where ε0 is the permittivity of free space

εr
Electric relative complex permittivity, i.e. the absolute complex permittivity 
divided by the permittivity of free space

ε ' ≡ Re
¡
εr
¢

Real part of the relative complex permittivity

ε ' ' ≡ − Im
¡
εr
¢

= σ
ε0ω

Negative imaginary part of the relative complex permittivity
σ

Electric conductance
µ

Magnetic (absolute) complex permeability, where µ0 is the permeability of free 
space

µr
Magnetic relative complex permeability, i.e. the absolute complex permeability 
divided by the permeability of free space

µ ' ≡ Re
¡
µr
¢

Real part of the relative complex permeability
µ ' ' ≡ − Im

¡
µr
¢

Negative imaginary part of the relative complex permeability
V

Voltage
I

Current
Z

Impedance
Y

Admittance

Notation & Definition
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C
Capacity

L
Inductance

R
Resistance

Γ
Reflection Coefficient

Acronyms

AMC
Artificial Magnetic Conductor

CRLH
Combined Right/Left-handed [material]

CSS
Cascading Style Sheets

DNG
Double Negative (ENG and MNG) [material]

EM
Electromagnetic

EMC
Electromagnetic Compatibility

EMI
Electromagnetic Interference

ENG
Epsilon Negative [material]

FSS
Frequency Selective Surface

GA
Genetic Algorithm

HTML
Hypertext Markup Language

LH
Left-handed

MNG
Mu Negative [material]

MoM
Method of Moments

NBER
US National Bureau of Economic Research

PCB
Printed Circuit Board

PEC
Perfect Electric Conductor

PMC
Perfect Magnetic Conductor

PLH
Purely Left-handed [material]

PRH
Purely Right-handed [material]

RAM
Radar Absorbing Material

RH
Right-handed

SPNP
Search Path Node Pair

SRR
Split Ring Resonator

SSDR
Singly Split Double Ring

TL
Transmission Line
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Part 1

Theoretic Background and Literature Research
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Electric and magnetic components of a plane wave travelling to the
right

Today's society is becoming increasingly wireless. While techniques like WiFi, 
Bluetooth and RFID are becoming common, the environment is getting more and more 
polluted by electromagnetic radiation. Effective shielding against this radiation is 
necessary to protect life and other devices from being harmed. Several norms (like the CE
norm) exist to ensure this is being done properly.

The most common method for shielding is enclosing the device in a metal case, a 
Faraday cage. This cage internally reflects radiation produced by the device and thus 
prevents it from leaking out. This is why microwave ovens, TVs and computer cases are 
that heavy: they consist of metal enclosures.

Apart from being heavy, there are more disadvantages in using metal shielding. It 
needs to be closed and the radiation is being reflected inside, which still leaves the 
possibility of interfering with components within the same device. Furthermore, most 
metal boxes are not entirely closed since they have necessary apertures for cables, displays
and the like. The result of this is that the metal enclosure can in fact act as a sound box 
for certain frequencies, which only worsens the problem. Instead of reflecting 
electromagnetic waves, we would like to absorb them.

Electromagnetic waves of interest are in the GHz range (roughly 1-20 GHz, to be 
specified later), which are the frequencies at which microwave ovens, WiFi, Bluetooth, 
GSM, UMTS, GPS and radars produced by Thales work. Furthermore, computer data 
signals are approaching the GHz range as well. Devices based on these techniques could 
potentially pick up signals induced by electromagnetic fields from other devices working 
in the same frequency range. To prevent this from happening, devices have to comply 
with strict electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) regulations.

Electromagnetic (EM) waves consist of an oscillating electric field, accompanied 
by an oscillating magnetic field, perpendicular to each other, propagating (in free space) to 
the direction perpendicular to both (see figure). When EM waves encounter a material, a 
part is reflected, a part is transmitted and a part is absorbed and converted to heat. The 
balance between these processes is governed by the material's properties in the form of 
the electric permittivity and the magnetic permeability.

Absorbance goes with thickness, the more of a radar absorbing material (RAM), 
the more of the EM wave is being absorbed. If we want absorbers to be thin (in the order
of millimeters), we have to search for materials with outstanding absorbance properties. 
Historically, ferrite is a relatively simple, but heavy and brittle material, carbon loaded 
foam is lighter, but has to be very thick (several tens of centimeters) to be effective. 
Today focus is on composites consisting of a polymer bulk, like epoxy resins or silicone 
rubbers, loaded with carbon particles, metal particles, ferrite particles or conducting 
polymers. It is these fillers that do the absorbing, it is the bulk that can be tailored to 
strength, flexibility, heat capacity and other mechanical properties of interest. These 
materials will be discussed in the first part of this thesis.

A completely new approach is the tailoring of structures that act as a bulk material

Introduction
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with accurately designed electromagnetic properties that are not readily found in nature. 
Wave lengths for frequencies in the 1-20 GHz range, range from 1.5 to 30 cm. A 
structure with typical sizes, periodicity, say, that are considerably smaller than the wave
length can be considered a bulk material for these frequencies. The emergent parameters 
of the structure can then be considered as the properties of a bulk material. These 
materials are known as metamaterials and are the main subject of the second part of this
thesis. Applications of metamaterials include absorbers, but also for example antennas,
electromagnetic lenses, transmission lines, retarders, resonators, magnetic ground planes, 
electromagnetic band gap structures and so on.
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Starting with the wave equations, I quickly introduce the material parameters ε and
µ for matter. Then I address the complex behaviour of these parameters and their 
emergent property, the wave number k which is, consequently, also complex. 
Furthermore, wave reflection is also governed by these material properties.

An intuitive model for the electromagnetic behaviour of materials is found in 
transmission line theory in which the material parameters can be mapped to an effective 
per unit length impedance and admittance. Finally, Smith charts are discussed as an 
effective method to visualise reflection behaviour in an intuitive chart.

Fields

At an arbitrary point in free space, which we might just as well pick as origin, the 
fields of a plane wave travelling by are:

where E~ and B~ are the (real) amplitudes of the electric and magnetic fields, n̂ is the (unit) 
polarisation vector and ẑ  is the (unit) propagation vector. In free space, electric field and 
magnetic fields are in phase and perpendicular to each other and the propagation vector.

In matter, the electric field induces a polarisation P . The electric displacement is 
given by

In linear media (P = ε0 χeE ; εr ≡ 1 + χe), this reduces to

where ε0 is the permittivity of free space and εr is the relative permittivity or 
dielectric constant of the material. For plane waves, the electric field and electric 
displacement amplitudes and the dielectric constant are complex numbers representing 
magnitude and phase. To summarise:

E~ and D~ are now complex amplitudes (they have a phase offset). Here, the 
difference between the arguments (e− iδE ) is taken out and put in the exponent for clarity, 

so arg
¡
E~
¢

= arg
¡
D~
¢
. To get the equation for εr , one can divide the expressions in 

equation [6.4]. The components of εr  are written in a variety of ways: as norm and 

Theory

6. 

⎡⎢⎣E
¡
t
¢

= E~ e iωt n̂

B
¡
t
¢

= B~e iωt
¡
ẑ×n̂

¢ [6.1]

D ≡ ε0E + P [6.2]

D = ε0εrE [6.3]

⎡⎢⎣E
¡
t
¢

= E~ e iωt n̂

D
¡
t
¢

= D~ e i
¡
ωt −δE

¢
n̂

[6.4]
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argument pair, real and imaginary pair and real and argument pair.

For passive media, D  follows E  with a phase lag δE . Therefore, the quotient of 
the fields, εr , lies in the lower half of the complex plane. To keep ε ' ' positive, usually a 
minus sign is introduced. For most materials, also ε ' is a positive number, so phase lag is 
at most ½π (so εr lies in the fourth quadrant).

For the magnetic field, everything is quite similar:

To clarify things, all complex properties are shown in figure 6.1, for the electric 
and magnetic fields respectively.

figure 6.1: Snapshot in time of the electric field vectors and dielectric constant (a) and the magnetic counterparts (b).

Consider Maxwell's equations:

Now assume linear media, absence of free charge (ρf ), free current proportional to 

the electric field (Ohm: J f = σE ) and periodic waves of the form e i
¡
ωt −kz

¢
, travelling 

εr = 1
ε0

D
E

=

⎡
⎢⎣⎢⎢⎢⎢
ε~re− iδE

ε ' − iε ' '

ε '
¡
1 − itan

¡
δE
¢¢ [6.5]

⎡⎢⎣B
¡
t
¢

= B~e i
¡
ωt −δM

¢¡
ẑ×n̂

¢
H
¡
t
¢

= H~ e iωt
¡
ẑ×n̂

¢ [6.6]

µr = 1
µ0

B
H

=

⎡
⎢⎣⎢⎢⎢⎢

µ~e− iδM

µ ' − iµ ' '

µ '
¡
1 − itanδM

¢ [6.7]

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢

∇⋅D = ρf
∇⋅B = 0

∇×E = − ∂B
∂ t

∇×H = J f + ∂D
∂ t

[6.8]
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Linear media:

along the z-axis. Maxwell's equations reduce to:

Now define the complex relative permittivity to incorporate the conductance:

This leads to a relation for the complex amplitudes of the electric and magnetic fields:

Note that for a good conductor, εr  has a huge imaginary part, so a phase of approximately
½π , therefore, the phase difference between E  and B  is about ¼π . Also note that if the 
product µrεr  is other than real and positive, the wave number k will be complex and hence
the wave will be attenuated, which is the case in good conductors and highly coercive 
Ferro magnets.

Electromagnetic wave attenuation in matter

Electromagnetic behaviour in matter is governed by its electromagnetic 
properties:

Depending on the frequency (energy) of the wave, these determine the wave length or 
wave number k in the material (equation [6.12]). This could be a complex number, 
accounting for wave attenuation:

When the product µrεr is anything other than real and positive, k will be complex. This 
will be the case for good conductors (large ε ' ') and magnetic materials with high 
coercivity (large µ ' '), as well as for materials with negative ε ' or (xor) µ '. When both are 
negative, the product is still positive, but it is shown that in that case, the negative root 
must be chosen, resulting in negative k [Ves 68]. The picture below depicts wave phase 
velocity direction and attenuation, depending on complex k-space. A SVG animation is 
found at my site [http://www.rikkertkoppes.com/publications/masterthesis/complex_k.svg].

B = µ0µrH

D = ε0ε 'E

⎡
⎢⎣
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
∇⋅E = 0
∇⋅B = 0

ikẑ×E = iωµH

ikẑ×H = −
¡
σ + ε0ε 'iω

¢
E

[6.9]

εr ≡ ε ' − iε ' ' = ε ' − i σ
ε0ω

[6.10]

E~ = ω
k B~ [6.11]

ω
k = 1

µ0µrε0εr
p = c

µrεr
p [6.12]

εr = ε ' − iε ' ' = ε '
¡
1 − itan

¡
δE
¢¢ [6.13]

µr = µ ' − iµ ' ' = µ '
¡
1 − itan

¡
δM
¢¢ [6.14]

k = µrεr
p ω

c
[6.15]
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figure 6.2: Direction of phase velocity and attenuation, depending on complex k. Recall that the imaginary parts of µr  and
εr  and hence k are negative, for clarity I negated in the drawing. 

Negative k, which implies negative phase velocity, is an interesting phenomenon 
in its own right, which will be further discussed in the chapter on history.

Electromagnetic wave reflection

The reflection coefficient Γ (sometimes referred to as R) depends on the 
(complex) characteristic impedances at the interface from material 0 to material 1:

where Z0 usually is the impedance of free space:

For zero reflection we need to have Z0 = Z1 and therefore, since Z =
µ
ε

r
:

Note that for total reflection we need to have Z1 = 0, which applies to a perfect 

electrical conductor (PEC), since ε ' ' = σ
ωε0

 where σ  is the (electric) conductivity which 

goes to infinity for a PEC. Here, Γ equals -1, indicating the flipping of the electric field. If, 
on the other hand, Z1 → ∞ (µ ' ' → ∞), then Γ → + 1, which applies to a perfect 
magnetic conductor (PMC), a material in which no magnetic fields can occur.

For an absorbing medium, backed by a PEC, the transmitted part of the wave will 
be attenuated in the material, reflected by the PEC, further attenuated and transmitted 
back, thus adding a term in the reflection coefficient [Zha 06]:

where d is the thickness of a metal backed layer. For zero reflection therefore, we also 

Γ = Z1 − Z0
Z1 + Z0

[6.16]

Z0 =
µ0
ε0

r
= 377Ω [6.17]

µr
εr
→ 1 [6.18]

Z1 = Z0
µr
εr

r
tanh

¡
ikd
¢ [6.19]
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Note that we now have two meanings for the
letter i. It is primarily used as the imaginary
unit, but also as a partial current vector. The
vector components are written as ix , iy  and iz
and the vector itself, although not used,
would be written as i , in bold.

need the condition:

which means d or the imaginary part of k has to be large (equation [6.15]).

Methods of wave suppression

An electromagnetic wave consists of two parts, the electric and the magnetic 
wave. The one is induced by the other and hence they can not live without each other. 
Therefore, there are two approaches in wave suppression, namely suppressing the electric 
or the magnetic wave part.

To absorb EM radiation, the wave first has to couple into the material, or, in other
words, should reflect as less as possible at the interface. This can be achieved by 
impedance matching the whole to the impedance of free space. This imposes some 
boundary conditions on the absorber. In the material, the wave number k should be as 
imaginary as possible.

A completely different way of wave suppression is utilising destructive 
interference by constructing a wave which exactly cancels the reflected wave. The main 
advantage of this approach is that one does not need a certain thickness of absorber 
material to gradually (exponentially) absorb the wave.

Transmission line theory

Consider the following 2D transmission line unit cell with per unit length 
impedances and admittances [Ele 02]:

figure 6.3: Unit cell for a 2D distributed LC network (adapted from [Ele 02]).

The Telegrapher's equations for this network are:

which yield

tanh
¡
ikd
¢
→ 1 [6.20]

⎡
⎢⎣
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
∂ vy

∂z = − izZ

∂ vy

∂x = − ixZ

[6.21]

∂ iz
∂z + ∂ ix

∂x = − vyY [6.22]

∂2 vy

∂x 2 +
∂2 vy

∂z 2 + β 2vy = 0 β = ± −ZY
√ [6.23]
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Maxwell:

Linear media:

The Telegraphers equations: equation [6.21]
and equation [6.22].

From Maxwell's equations (equation [6.8]), assuming linear media, the electric field 
in the y direction and the magnetic field in the x-z plane, so Ex , Ez  and Hy  are 0, we also 
have:

Indeed, we can directly relate vy to Ey by considering potential difference and ix  to Hz and
iz to −Hx  by Ampere's law. This gives us the electromagnetic properties of the "material" 
in terms of impedance and admittance:

and

which is the same as equation [6.15].
For materials with positive µ and ε it is customary to choose:

However, for negative µ and/or ε:

For imaginary µ and/or ε, add a resistance to the impedance and/or a 
conductance σ  to the admittance.

Characteristic impedance Z1 of this "material" reads:

3D transmission line model

In the above 2D LC network, the direction of the admittance Y and its wires is of 
no importance. A 3D version of this network would be another pair of impedances in the 
y direction. In this case, equation [6.21] and equation [6.22] will be extended with an 
appropriate derivative to y. However, since we assume a plane wave, travelling in the in 

⎡
⎢⎣
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
∇⋅E = 0
∇⋅B = 0

ikẑ×E = iωµH

ikẑ×H = −
¡
σ + ε0ε 'iω

¢
E

B = µ0µrH

D = ε0ε 'E

⎡
⎢⎣
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
∂Ey

∂z = + iωµ0µrHx

∂Ey

∂x = − iωµ0µrHz

[6.24]

∂Hx
∂z

−
∂Hz

∂x = + iωε0εrEy [6.25]

iωµ0µr = Z ⇒ µr = Z
iωµ0

[6.26]

iωε0εr = Y ⇒ εr = Y
iωε0

[6.27]

β = −ZY
√

= ω
c µrεr
p [6.28]

Z = iωL ⇒ µ = L [6.29]

Y = iωC ⇒ ε = C [6.30]

Z = 1
iωC ⇒ µ = − 1

ω2C
[6.31]

Y = 1
iωL ⇒ ε = − 1

ω2L
[6.32]

Z1 = Z
Y

r
=

µ
ε

r
= Z0

µr
εr

r
[6.33]⎡

⎢⎣
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
∂ vy

∂z = − izZ

∂ vy

∂x = − ixZ

∂ iz
∂z + ∂ ix

∂x = − vyY
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the x-z plane, derivatives to y are zero, so a 2D (or for that matter even 1D) approach is 
justified.

Right and left handed materials

A transmission line or material which shows positive wave number k for all 
frequencies will be named a purely right handed material, using the terminology of 
[Ves 68] and [Cal 06]. On the other hand, a material which shows negative k for all 
frequencies will be named a purely left handed material.

General 1D transmission line models

In the following, for simplicity, we take a closer look at 1D transmission line 
models for purely right-handed (PRH), purely left-handed (PLH) and combined 
right/left-handed (CRLH) materials. It should be noted that a PLH material cannot exist, 
since it is always made of normal (RH) material, so a (parasitic) RH behaviour always 
occurs.

For a lossless RH TL, we have Z = iωLR  and Y = iωCR , leading to a 

characteristic impedance ZR = Z
Y

r
= LR

CR

r
 and propagation constant 

βR = −ZY
√

= ω LRCR
√

, leading to the following dispersion diagram:

figure 6.4: Dispersion diagram of a purely right-handed transmission line.

For a lossless LH TL, we have Z = 1
iωCL

 and Y = 1
iωLL

, leading to a 

characteristic impedance ZL = Z
Y

r
= LL

CL

r
 and propagation constant 

βL = −ZY
√

=
−1

ω LLCL
√ , leading to the following dispersion diagram:
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figure 6.5: Dispersion diagram of a purely left-handed transmission line.

When a PRH and a PLH TL are combined to a CRLH TL (which is a general 
case), the following equations for ZC and βC  can be derived [Cal 06].

This leads to the dispersion diagram shown below, where a stop band can be seen.

figure 6.6: Dispersion diagram of a general combined right/left-handed transmission line.

This band gap is a consequence of a mismatch between the series and shunt 
components. When values are chosen in such a way that LRCL = LLCR  then the gap 
closes:

With the transition frequency denoted by ω0:

ZC =
ωLR − 1

ωCL

ωCR − 1
ωLL

3
[6.34]

βC = ± ω2LRCR + 1
ω2LLCL

− LR
LL

− CR
CL

r
[6.35]

ZC = ZR = ZL [6.36]

βC = ω CRLR
√

− 1
ω CLLL
√ [6.37]

ω0 =
¡
CLLLCRLR

¢ 1
4 = CLLR
√ [6.38]
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Reflection coefficient:

The dispersion diagram for this so called balanced combined right/left-handed

transmission line is shown below

figure 6.7: Dispersion diagram of a balanced combined right/left-handed transmission line.

Smith charts

The equation for the reflection coefficient (equation [6.16]) could be normalised 
to some characteristic impedance Z0, which for free space is 377 Ohm, but for electronic 
circuitry also 50, 75, 100 or 600 Ohm. This yields:

In the complex Γ plane, curves of constant resistance r = Re
¡
z
¢
 are circles with 

radius 1
1 + r  and center 

³ r
1 + r , 0

´
. Curves of constant reactance x = Im

¡
z
¢
 are circles 

with radius 1x and center 
³

1, 1
x

´
.

If, instead, one wishes to work with admittance, conductance and susceptance, 
this grid is rotated 180°.

figure 6.8: Impedance (a) and admittance (b) grid in the complex R plane.

A diagram with a pre-printed impedance grid is extremely valuable in the design 
process of matching circuitry in general and matching material in particular. A short 
example, adapted form [Max 01] is given.

Γ = Z1 − Z0
Z1 + Z0

Γ =
z − 1
z + 1 z = Z1

Z0
[6.39]
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Consider the following circuit, with impedances normalised to 50 Ohm:

figure 6.9: A multi-element circuit

We start with the right most resistor R of 50 Ohm, which corresponds to a point 
in the center of the chart (point A). Note that this means zero reflection, which is indeed 
the trick when one wants to terminate a transmission line with a proper impedance to 
prohibit reflections. We add an inductance L1, which means moving along the constant 
resistance circle to the intersection with reactance equal to 1 (point B). Note that 
X = ωL = 50Ω in this case. To add the shunt inductor L2 it is more convenient to work 
with admittance, so we use the other grid. We move along the constant conductance circle
to end in point C after adding a B = 1 /ωL = 0.02 S susceptance. Finally, we add a series 
capacitor C, so we again use the impedance grid and move along the constant resistance 
line to end up on point D. We used a X = 1 /ωC = 50Ω reactance here. We can easily 
read the resulting impedance: 10 − 20iΩ. The final path in the Smith chart is displayed 
below.

figure 6.10: The result path for the circuit in the example
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Impedance of free space:

Sheet resistance is usually given in a
somewhat peculiar unit Ω /□ , which is
Ohms per square. This is the resistance of a
square patch of sheet, measured between two
parallel sides.

Characteristic absorbance figure of a Salisbury screen absorber

Through time, literature adopted an
alternative spelling, namely Jaumann, which is
incorrect [Eme 73], [Toi 94].

Salisbury screens

A Salisbury screen is a layered composite containing a metal substrate, a 
dielectric material of thickness d and a third conducting layer with a sheet resistance of 
377Ω /□ , a space cloth (equation [6.17]), patented by Salisbury in 1952 [*Sal 52] (see 
figure 7.1). The screen can be tuned to absorb a specific wave length by destructive 
interference by setting the thickness d to ¼λ. Waves reflecting at the metal substrate and 
waves reflecting at the outer interface will be a distance of ½λ apart and will therefore 
cancel.

figure 7.1: Construction of a Salisbury screen absorber. [*Sal 52]

Disadvantage of these screens is their very limited bandwidth (see figure) and 
relative thickness (about 7.5 mm for 10GHz). Furthermore, for off-normal incident waves
cancellation is also substantially less. Because of geometric reasons, the path of the wave 
is now longer and therefore suppression is best at a longer wave length. However, wave 
suppression can be very high, in practice, more than 30dB (99.9%) [RFP 04] and materials
can be very lightweight.

Jauman absorbers

The Salisbury screen discussed in the previous paragraph actually is a simplified 
version of the more general Jauman absorber which was developed during World War II
in Germany by J. Jauman [Eme 73]. The material consists of a perfect electrical conductor 
(PEC) backing and a stack of alternating dielectric material and resistive sheets with 
increasing surface resistance towards the front of the stack. The afore discussed Salisbury 
screen absorber is essentially a one-layer Jauman absorber.

History

7. 

Z0 =
µ0
ε0

r
= 377Ω
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figure 7.2: Construction of a Jauman absorber. [Toi 94]

Challenge in the construction of Jauman absorbers is the quantity of design 
parameters, one can choose the number of layers in the stack, the thickness of the 
individual dielectric spacers and the surface resistance of the sheets. Tuning of these 
parameters result in varying bandwidth, absorption and overall thickness. Furthermore, 
various goals can be set, like bandwidth maximisation, or absorption maximisation. For 
the two-sheet version of the Jauman absorber, design tables exist, but for higher order 
types, design gets increasingly complicated. Qualitatively, a single layer (i.e. Salisbury 
screen) produces an absorption peak at some frequency. Multiple layers can be tuned 
either to overlay these peaks, which result in absorption enhancement, or to be somewhat
apart, resulting in a characteristic ripple figure.

figure 7.3: Characteristic ripple figure of a Jauman absorber. [Cha 96]

One method of designing a Jauman absorber is the use of genetic algorithms, 
which has been done by for instance [Mic 93], [Wei 96] and [Cha 96]. While delivering 
good results, calculations might become very time consuming if one wants to account for 
all design parameters. Therefore, assumptions on the number of layers and layer material 
parameters (in terms of εr  and µr) are usually made. Design parameters are then layer 
thickness and sheet resistance.

To compact the design parameter space, a more physics based selection procedure
could be done with the aid of Smith chart tools. This was done with stacks of layers of ¼λ
by drawing and adding frequency trajectories by [Neo 03]. Another method, based on a 
stack of materials with given material parameters without resistive sheets, was given by
[Hoc 03]. Here, layer thickness was varied and an optimal design was constructed by 
adding pieces of trajectories of a to be defined length.
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Recall equation [6.15]:

Here, ω and c are real, the root is generally
complex.

For a good historical review about the design of Jauman absorbers, see [Eme 73]
and [Toi 94].

Metamaterials

In 1968, Veselago showed that the existence of materials with negative 
permeability and/or permittivity is not against the fundamental laws of physics (Maxwell's
equations, causality) [Ves 68], but care should be taken in the derivation of various 
properties. After a long time of nothingness, Pendry showed in 1999 that a composite 
material with magnetic properties could be made from components with only electric 
behaviour [Pen 99] by introducing the split ring resonator (SRR). Furthermore, it was 
shown that in specific cases, these structures could be characterised with negative 
permeability.

Subsequently, Smith et. al. proposed a material consisting of split ring resonators 
and a wire mesh, showing simultaneously negative permeability and permittivity [Smi 00], 
which was experimentally verified in 2001 [She 01] with a negative index of refraction 
experiment.

Most important aspect of metamaterials is the increased freedom in choosing the 
wave propagation vector. It can now be chosen in the complete negative half of the 
complex plane (figure 6.2). Pure imaginary wave number results in a critically damped 
wave, while negative k results in negative phase velocity (anti parallel to the Poynting 
vector), leading to negative counting of the optical path length (in terms of wave 
numbers), which can arbitrarily reduce the size of devices that were hitherto bounded by 
wave length.

k = µrεr
p ω

c
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Overview of terms
Network
A structure formed by a collection of nodes
and links between them
Node
A single item in a network
Link
A relation between two (and only two) nodes
Island
A distinct, part of a network in which nodes
are only linked to nodes within the same
island and not to nodes in other islands
Main path
The most important sequence of linked
nodes
Network of main paths
The network produced by the collection of
main paths of an island
Component
A distinct, part of a network of main paths in
which nodes are only linked to nodes within
the same component (islands in the network
of main paths)

In this chapter I will address the current state of technology with respect to 
microwave absorbing materials. To get an idea of the current available technologies, a 
patent citation research was done in order to identify various branches of technological 
development on the subject. This research is discussed in the first paragraph.

Aimed with these results, the following paragraphs are used to discuss various 
types of absorbers and their principles.

Patent citation research

To get an overview of currently feasible materials, a patent citation research was 
done [Gro 05], [Ver 05]. Patents in the field of microwave absorbing materials (US patent 
categories 342: “Communications: Directive Radio Wave Systems and Devices (e.g., Radar, Radio
Navigation)”) were loaded in a database and a graph was made of the links by citation. Data
was taken from the US National Bureau of Economic Research [http://www.nber.com] and 
include patents from 1963 to 1999 and citations between them from 1975 to 1999. The
resulting network was loaded into Pajek [Paj 06] and the main paths were identified by 
means of their SPNP value (search path node pair), which is a measure for the 
importance of a citation [Gro 05]. The networks of main paths, which are called 
components were separated from the entire set.

Firstly, the NBER patent data (ranging from 1963 to 1999) was filtered on the 
class number 342, which is the class of “Communications: Directive Radio Wave Systems and
Devices (e.g., Radar, Radio Navigation)”. This produced a list of 10,239 patents out of 
2,923,922. Second, the citation list was filtered to only contain citations made from patents 
in the 342 class. This brought down the total of 16,522,438 citations to a mere 45,554 
which linked 19,794 distinct patents. Note that this implies a relatively large contribution 
of citations pointing outside the class of 342. In contrast to [Gro 05], these patents were 
also taken into account.

With the aid of Pajek, the citation network was broken into its different islands, 
which are separate, unconnected parts of the network. Within Pajek, these are referred to 
as components, but this is a term we use for islands of main paths. This break-up resulted
in 111 separate islands, but, as seen before ([Gro 05], [Ver 05]) highly skewed, as noted in 
the table below.

Status Quo

8. 
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table 8.1: Overview of islands in patent citation network

Patents in island Islands of that size

19794 111

19282 1
17 1
16 3
15 1
11 2
10 3
9 4
8 4
7 3
6 5
5 14
4 13
3 25
2 32

The largest island was extracted and considered to be the source of our data. The 
SPNP value was computed for all citations and for each patent only the citer with the 
largest SPNP citation value was kept. These actions result in the network of main paths. 
Separate islands (1816 of them) within this network of main paths are called 
components. The size of some of the largest of these components is listed in the table 
below.

table 8.2: Various components within the main island

Component # Patents in component

1816 19282

8 950
1 922
9 552

12 543
28 475
34 465
13 445
21 371
3 355

14 339
11 234
15 217
... ...

These 1816 components all have one endpoint patent. Since the 342 class consists
of more than only absorber related patents, these 1816 endpoint patents were investigated
on their content to further reduce the list. This resulted in the following 26 components 
(titles of endpoints are listed).
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table 8.3: Absorber related components

Component 
#

Patents in 
component

Endpoint patent title

26 402

19 181 Apparatus for attenuating travelling wave 
reflections from surfaces

225 56 High frequency broadband absorption structures

1569 30
Electromagnetic radiation absorptive coating 
composition containing metal coated 
microspheres

767 19 Radar echo reduction device

1290 17 Signal damping camouflage system and 
manufacturing method

1136 17 Electromagnetic radiation absorbing shroud
775 17 Thermoplastic syntactic foam waffle absorber

576 17 Low radar cross-section (RCS) measurement 
chamber and associated measurement system

35 11 Radar shields
1239 7 Broad-band radio wave absorber
885 4 Measurement of radar cross section reduction

1314 4 Reduced radar cross-section RF seeker front-end
1730 4 Electromagnetic wave absorber

1280 3 Dual mode radar transparency and method of 
fabricating same

962 2 Radar reflecting target for reducing radar 
cross-section

864 2 Anechoic chamber and wave absorber

1387 2 Broadband electromagnetic absorption via a 
collisional helium plasma

886 1 Electromagnetic wave absorber

947 1 Electromagnetic wave absorber for VHF to UHF 
band

1180 1 Electromagnetic radiation absorbing shroud
1240 1 Radio frequency absorbing windows
1310 1 Electromagnetic wave absorber
1347 1 Reduction of scatter from material discontinuities
1414 1 Broad-band radio wave absorber

1728 1 Low radar cross-section (RCS) support pylon and 
low RCS measurement system employing same

1753 1 Wave absorber

As an example, component 225, containing 56 patents is displayed below. 
Inspecting a component as a network can reveal interesting features. In this case it can be 
seen that the endpoint patent (• 5872534, indicated by a blue dot) is not the most 
important patent in this component. Instead, a patent it cites (• 5708435, indicated by a 
red dot), brings together two main branches in the component formed by patents 
5296859 and 5446459. In fact, all (three) patents cited by the endpoint patent • 5872534 
are mentioned earlier in the branch. The two joined branches are about a multilayered 
absorber structure built out of successive layers of magnetic and electric absorber material
(5296859) and a magnetic absorber composite material comprising a sintered ferrite and a 
CuO - Fe2O3 system (5446459) with quite large µ ' ' (around 120). Patent • 5708435 joins 
these two in a new multilayer Jauman like absorber.
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figure 8.4: The structure of component 225, consisting of 56 patents

The largest ten components and their structure are discussed below.

Component 19 (181 patents)

The endpoint patent 5721531 (“Apparatus for attenuating travelling wave reflections from 
surfaces”) joins to main branches. An important patent in the first branch, 5325094 
(“Electromagnetic energy absorbing structure”) is about a multilayer composite structure which 
combines the classic Jauman principle and artificial resonator dipoles, which can be 
regarded as a metamaterial layer. The endpoint patent is about an artificial structure for 
the suppression of travelling surface waves.

Component 225 (56 patents) - multilayer absorber

Two main branches join at patent 5708435 entitled “Multilayer wave absorber”. One 
branch, converging to patent 5296859 (“Broadband wave absorption apparatus”) is about 
broadband, layered wave absorbers. The other branch, converging to patent 5446459 
(“Wide band type electromagnetic wave absorber”) is about a broad band magnetic composite 
absorber.

Component 1569 (30 patents) - microparticles

Component 1569 actually comes down to one patent, 5786785 (“Signal damping 
camouflage system and manufacturing method”) citing all other patents in the component. The 
endpoint patent is about a novel bulk absorber using new metal coated microspheres. 
These microspheres are described in other patents cited, namely patents 4624798 
(“Electrically conductive magnetic microballoons and compositions incorporating same”) and 4624865 
(“Electrically conductive microballoons and compositions incorporating same”) filed by the same 
inventors. Absorption of a coating containing these ceramic, metal coated microspheres is
much larger than can be expected from the constituent components alone, typically more 
than 20 dB.

Component 767 (19 patents) - stealth

Patents 4924228 (“Aircraft construction”) and 5276447 (“Radar echo reduction device”) 
are the two central patents in this component. The first cites a number of 12 patents and 
focuses on smart shaping of aircrafts to prevent electromagnetic wave reflection back to 
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the source and on the application of carbon or metal loaded structural foam. The latter 
cites the first and 4 other patents which various electromagnetic wave absorbing 
structures for different application (aircraft, buildings, submarine snorkels) and resolves 
some problems on aircraft stability. This whole component is mainly about radar cross 
section reduction of aircrafts (stealth).

Component 1290 (17 patents) - microparticles system

The endpoint patent of this component, 5523757 (“Signal damping camouflage system 
and manufacturing method”) is the central patent in this component and cites all other 16 
patents. The component combines three types of microparticles, to wit: radar absorbing 
microparticles like the ones in component 1569, heat exchanging particles and colour 
changing particles. This combination results in a cooled radar absorbing system.

Component 1136 (17 patents) - police radar gun shroud

This component is centred around the endpoint patent 5525988 (“Electromagnetic 
radiation absorbing shroud”) which cites all 16 other patents in the component. The endpoint 
patent focuses on an absorbing shroud for police radar guns. There is a small portion 
about the actual absorbing material, which is a carbon loaded foam absorber.

Component 775 (17 patents) - pyramidal, conical or hemispherical foam structures

Patent 5844518 (“Thermoplastic syntactic foam waffle absorber”) joins patent 5208599 
(“Serrated electromagnetic absorber”) and patent 5642118 (“Apparatus for dissipating electromagnetic 
waves”). The second patent is about serrated pyramidal of conical loaded foam absorbers. 
The serrations provide better impedance matching (thus less surface reflection). The third
is about hemispherical Jauman type absorbers (bubble absorber). Because of the special 
shape, the structure absorbs well over a wide range of angles and because of the Jauman 
principle, absorbs well over a wide range of frequencies. The first patent discusses thin 
fiber loaded foam absorbers that are formed into a waffle shape to provide absorbance 
over a wider range of incident angles. This component is mainly about larger (tens of
centimeters), geometrically shaped absorbers for application in anechoic rooms.

Component 576 (17 patents) - specially shaped anechoic chambers

The endpoint patent 6008753 (“Low radar cross-section (RCS) measurement chamber and 
associated measurement system”) proposes a new ellipsoid shaped measurement chamber 
which needs considerably less radar absorbing material (RAM), since RAM is usually the 
most costly part of a measurement chamber. This patent cites some other patents 
regarding other chamber configurations, for example dual flared horn configurations 
(4507660 and 5631661), dual conical geometry (3806943) and some more irregularly 
shaped rooms (3308463, 3100870 and 3120641). Since the proposed chamber is about 
very low RCS measurements, it also cites patent 5028928 (“Ultra-stable, stressed-skin inflatable 
target support systems”), which describes an inflatable support with minimal radar cross 
section.

Component 35 (11 patents) - radar shields for aircraft radars

In a stealthy aircraft, there's one component that is not as stealthy as one might 
wish, namely the reflector of the aircrafts own radar antenna, which is designed to have a 
good reflection of radar waves. The focus of this component is about hiding the aircrafts 
onboard radar for external radar. The endpoint patent 5436630 (“Radar shields”) uses 
foldable blinds to do this, another patent, 4926181 (“Deployable membrane shell reflector”) 
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Articles were collected with the aid of
Google Scholar [http://scholar.google.com],
IEEE Xplore [http://ieeexplore.ieee.org] and the
edaboard community
[http://www.edaboard.com].

achieves the same with a deployable reflector. Yet another patent, 5173699 (“Antenna 
arrangement”) focuses on the antenna placement.

Component 1239 (7 patents) - multilayer absorber

The endpoint patent 5812080 (“Broad-band radio wave absorber”) happens to cite, 
among others, patent 5276448 from component 225. This illustrates that patents from 
different components can still be linked, but apparently the link is not important enough 
(in SPNP terms) to merge the two components. However, this component can 
qualitatively be seen as a third branch in component 225.

The endpoint patent 5812080 is about a multilayer absorber (in the order of 
several centimeters) and cites a quite interesting patent 5627541 (“Interference type radiation 
absorber”) which describes a very clever variant on the Salisbury screen. Here, the metallic 
backplane is replaces with several frequency selective surfaces at different distances from 
the space cloth. These frequency selective surfaces reflect only a selected portion of the 
spectrum and are transparent to others. The structure can then be seen as a superposition 
of various Salisbury screens tuned to different frequencies, which gives a Jauman like 
absorption spectrum.

Article citation research

For the network of collected articles, the SPNP value is of no value to us, because
our database is obviously incomplete. The importance of articles is therefore determined 
another way.

For all collected articles, the number of citers according to Google Scholar
[http://scholar.google.com] was determined, furthermore, a network was set up containing all 
collected articles, a selected portion of citations thereof and citations between them. This 
whole was loaded in to Pajek and the following steps were performed:

The network was split into weak components (islands in our terminology).
The largest component (island) was extracted.
From the vector file containing the Google citer count, the corresponding 
partition was extracted.
The Google citer count value of an article was copied to all incoming links of that 
article.
For all articles, only the outgoing links with the highest value were kept (so only 
links to the most important articles according to Google were kept). This 
produces the network of main paths.
The network was split into weak components, resulting in components of the 
network of main paths.
The most important components (larger than 2 articles) were extracted.

These actions resulted the following network:
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Data was taken from [Neo 01], [RFP 04],
[Oh 03], [SRC 00], [Neo 04], [Tel 04],
[ETS 03], [Che2 04], [Rfi 06], [Pan 05],
[Rez 02], [Ish 78], [Zha 06] and [Che 04].
There is a total of 49 data points.

figure 8.5: Citation network of collected articles.

From the contents of the articles of various components, a specific field of 
research can be assigned to each of them. The large component on the right is in fact a 
combination of two fields of research, joining in [Jun 05]. The part ending in [Oh 03] is 
about carbon based absorbers, while the rest is about optimisation algorithms.

Carbon nanotubes in a polymer matrix1.
Thin metamaterial absorbers2.
Metamaterials from surface filling line patterns3.
Multi-layer Jauman absorber design methods4.
(Tuneable) Jauman absorbers and fundamentals5.
Parallel plate noise suppression6.
Genetic and other optimisation algorithms for Jauman absorbers7.
Carbon based absorbers8.

In the list above, components 2,3 and 6 are about metamaterials and contain only 
articles published after 1999. Two very important articles to this group of components are
[Smi 99] and [Sie 99]. There is nothing of any importance about magnetic absorption in 
these articles, presumably because research on magnetic absorption has become very 
mature. There is a booming amount of articles about carbon and carbon nanotube 
composites, which relate to electric absorption. Furthermore, design patterns on Jauman 
absorbers are more and more of interest. Due to the vast amount of design parameters in 
the development of Jauman absorbers, it has always been quite a task to make optimal 
designs. With the aid of for example genetic algorithms, this has become somewhat more 
accessible.

The method of wave suppression by destructive interference is hidden in several 
components. Jauman absorbers use this principle, but furthermore metamaterials are a 
promising way to minimise thickness of Salisbury screens and Jauman absorbers.

Material performance

Below is a graph in which materials from various papers (see sidenote) are 
summarised. The thickness of the material is related to the frequency of best 
performance. The size of the data points depicts that best absorbance in dB. The colour 
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of the data points is related to the bandwidth at 20dB absorption, more "hot" colours 
depict more bandwidth. Materials of which no bandwidth is known or that do not exceed 
20dB absorption are shown in white.

figure 8.6: Absorption and bandwidth as a function of frequency and thickness

The solid line is the ¼λ curve, where λ is the wave length in free space. Note that 
the wave length for most materials is considerably lower and depends on ε and µ.

By inspecting the data points, the lower group of data points (mostly white), are 
recognised to be Salisbury screen absorbers with a high k filler. High real k brings down 
the wave length in the material which lowers the thickness of the absorber, while high 
imaginary k somewhat broadens the bandwidth of the absorber. Most of the coloured 
data points below the ¼λ curve are Jauman type absorbers, which are by design 
somewhat thicker than Salisbury screen absorbers and have generally higher bandwidth. 
Most data points above the ¼λ curve are bulk carbon loaded foam absorbers or ferrite 
tiles. These are absorbers that only rely on gradual electric or magnetic absorption by high
imaginary k.

Classification of materials

Electromagnetic wave absorption can be done in two ways: absorbing the electric 
part, or absorbing the magnetic part by resonation of electrons and magnetic dipoles 
respectively. In practice this means tuning ε or µ. Moreover, electromagnetic waves can be
attenuated by destructive interference, which is the main principle behind Salisbury 
screens. In view of the results of the patent and article citation research, the following list 
is being discussed.

Magnetic wave attenuation
Ferrite
Ferrite particle loaded composites
Ferro fluid loaded composites

Electric wave attenuation
Carbon
Carbon particle loaded composites
Carbon nanotube loaded composites
Conducting polymer loaded composite

Artificial structured surfaces (metamaterials)
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Magnetic wave attenuation

Materials with a magnetic permeability (µ) larger than several units, are hard to 
come by [Roz 00]. Typical examples are MOFe2O3—where M is iron, cobalt, manganese,
nickel, zinc, magnesium or combinations thereof (ferrites) [Rez 02], [And 06], either as
tiles or as a filler in a polymer matrix—ZnO containing material [Che 04], [Tal 02] and 
larger, spatially arranged molecules [*Dou 94], [*Dou 95]. Artificially created high 
permeability surfaces are discussed under metamaterials.

Electric wave attenuation

By far the most available microwave absorbing materials are based on electric 
wave attenuation. The oscillating electric field induces currents which will dissipate energy 
according to Ohm's law. This is usually done by loading carbon particles like carbon 
black, graphite particles, carbon fiber, carbon nanotubes or combinations thereof in a 
polymer matrix. This matrix can be in the form of flexible silicone rubber, epoxy resins, 
polyester, foams etc. Particle density has to be sufficient in order to make 
interconnections and thus allowing for currents. This is known as the percolation 

threshold (usually denoted by φc), at this level, enough interconnections are made to 
enable electron movement through macroscopic parts of the material. Typically, 
conductivity has to be in the order of 10-2 S/cm or higher for EMI shielding purposes 
[Kru 02].

Another way of enhancing conductivity is the use of conducting polymer, either as
bulk material, addition to non-conducting polymers (like resins) or as a coating of for 
instance glass fiber.

Artificial structured surfaces (metamaterials)

Metamaterials are a class of artificial materials with electromagnetic properties 
generally not found in nature, like negative ε (ENG, epsilon negative), negative µ (MNG, 
mu negative) or both (DNG double negative), or high-impedance surfaces (AMC, 
artificial magnetic conductors). These materials are generally structures, built out of
individual resonators which are macroscopic in size, but still small compared to the wave 
length. Most (experimental) metamaterials are easily fabricated using printed circuit board 
technology, as is the case for the DNG material in the picture below. Those individual 
resonators function as atomic particles in the whole and give rise to the effective bulk 
material properties mentioned above. Periodicity of the structure might induce some 
coupling, but is of lesser importance to the functioning.
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figure 8.7: A DNG metamaterial example adapted from the Sridhar Laboratory Home Page
[http://sagar.physics.neu.edu/lhm2003/NIM.html]

Commercial availability

Most absorbing materials commercially available are based on ferrite (magnetic 
absorbers) or carbon loaded foams (electric absorbers). These materials often have a 
specific thickness to also benefit from the Salisbury absorbing principle. Impedance 
matching to free space (to reduce reflection) is either done with the aid of a resistive sheet 
or achieved with a graded impedance throughout the absorber [FSi 06], [RFP 04]. 
[RFC 06] provides a large list of vendors in the EM absorber field.
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Remember the reflection coefficient Γ
(equation [6.16]).

The extensive patent and article citation research resulted in a fairly thorough 
understanding of the current state of the art in the field of radar absorbing materials. Five 
different scales in size are discussed in the next chapter. Ranging from the size electronic 
component packages, printed circuit board, complete devices containing more boards (a 
pc, say), entire vehicles (aircrafts, vessels) to the size of large anechoic measurement 
chambers. With the increase of scale, available space also increases and more bulky 
absorbers can be applied.

Component scale

Components or data lines, working with high-frequency data signals, produce 
electromagnetic radiation which could be picked up by other components in its vicinity. 
Large metal structures in contact (possibly capacitive), such as cooling plates, heat sinks or 
printed circuit board (PCB) power planes, could function as an antenna, even increasing 
the radiation efficiency of such a component.

To protect sensitive components or to lower component radiation emission, 
packages could partially be made from radar absorbing material, like nanotube loaded 
epoxy or thin magnetic absorber materials (components 1569 and 1290). However, one 
should take into account the conductive and thermal properties of the material as well. As
shown by [Hon 02], thermal conductivity of nanotube-based polymers can be very high 
and might therefore be able to replace heat sinks.

PCB scale

Thin metamaterial absorbers

The classic Salisbury screen absorber relies on the destructive interference of 
reflections of the incident wave. To achieve this, both reflecting surfaces have to be a 
distance of ¼λ apart. Classically, both reflectors are electric conductors, thus flipping the 
incident electric field (Γ → −1). If one of those reflecting surfaces is made of a magnetic 
conductor, the magnetic field is flipped instead (Γ → + 1), which allows the surfaces to 
be close together [Eng 02].

Magnetic conductors (surfaces with high impedance), can be made artificially for 
microwave frequencies as shown by [Sie 99], by creating a periodic structure of dipole 
elements.

Subjects of interest

9. 
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(a) Cross section of a high-impedance surface, fabricated as a
printed circuit board. The structure consists of a lattice of metal
plates, connected to a solid metal sheet by vertical conducting vias.
(b) Top view of the high-impedance surface, showing a triangular
lattice of hexagonal metal plates. [Sie 99]

figure 9.1: (a) Cross section of a high-impedance surface, fabricated as a printed circuit board. The structure consists of a 
lattice of metal plates, connected to a solid metal sheet by vertical conducting vias. (b) Top view of the high-impedance 
surface, showing a triangular lattice of hexagonal metal plates. [Sie 99]

Subsequently, by using a genetic optimisation algorithm (GA), Kern and Werner 
([Ker 03]) simulated a structure consisting of a frequency selective surface (FSS) placed 
above a ground plane, acting as a (narrow band) microwave absorber at 6 GHz. The 
thickness of this structure was as small as 0.952 mm, approximately one-fiftieth of a wave 
length. Liang et. al. [Lia 05] came up with a dual band absorber at 10.5 and 14.5 GHz, 
having a thickness of 1.1 mm, following the same procedure. Various examples of the 
repetitive patterns used are shown in the figure below.

figure 9.2: Various possible patterns. [Ker 03], [Lia 05]

Disadvantage of this design however, is the sensitivity to the angle of incidence 
and polarisation, due to the anisotropy of such designs. Another way of reducing the 
thickness of the classic Salisbury Screen is to replace the electric ground plane by a 
magnetic ground plane (PMC) and leaving the resistive sheet (space cloth) in place. This 
method was used by [Mos 05] and [Sim 05], using an array of square patches. Instead of 
square patches, a pattern of space filling curves might be used to create a high 
impedance surface. ([McV 04], [Bar 06])

Further decreasing of thickness can be achieved by incorporating the resistive 
sheet into the PMC surface, which can be done by using a lossy dielectric, matched to the 
free space impedance, as a spacer [Mos 05].

Parallel plate noise suppression 

Within PCBs, power planes are usually present (for instance +5V and ground), 
which can act as parallel-plate wave guides for EM radiation produced by structures in 
between [Kam 05] (see figure below). Special extra layers, in the form of high-impedance 
surfaces [Kam 05] or ferrite thin films can reduce this emission. Furthermore, the 
complete surface of a print can be covered by microwave absorbing material, for instance 
with products of FerriShield inc [FSi 06].
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figure 9.4: Power plane with vias producing EM radiation. [Kam 05]

Combining environmental component protection with EM absorption

The component side of the PCB might be covered with an absorbing resin or 
rubber of several millimeters, roughly the height of the components themselves. Since 
these materials are generally lightly conducting, this should be done in two steps. First 
apply an electrically insulating layer of pure rubber or resin (for instance by spraying), then 
cover the whole with carbon or ferrite loaded rubber or resin. Currently this is already 
being done with "normal" silicone rubber to protect PCBs against mechanical shock and 
environmental influences.

figure 9.5: An example of a rubber covered PCB.

Device scale

To protect the outer world from devices producing EM radiation and vice versa, 
these devices are often enclosed in a metal case, a Faraday cage. While this could be very 
effective, it has some drawbacks, like the weight of the whole. Another drawback is the 
fact that holes are often required in these metal casings, for instance for ventilation. Since 
electromagnetic radiation produced inside the case bounces back and forth inside, it will 
eventually escape through that holes. Furthermore, some external radiation might couple 
into the box, which might act as a resonator for certain frequencies, thus enhancing 
interference instead of shielding. Yet another disadvantage is the fact that several 
components (PCBs or individual components) within the case can still interfere with each 
other (when there is no protection on the afore mentioned smaller scales). Adding 
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absorbing material inside the device reduces internal scattering from the metal walls and 
therefore also reduces radiation leakage through various holes and inter component 
interference.

Since there is more space available, generally, on the device scale, more 
voluminous absorbers (which are often more efficient) could be applied here. Foamy 
absorbers bring a bonus in noise and weight reduction, casings which are already made 
from polymeric material (resins), could be loaded with an appropriate filler to enhance 
EM absorption.

Vehicle scale (radar cross section reduction)

Radar absorbing material (RAM) is to reduce the radar cross section of defence 
vehicles (stealth technology, see component 767 and 35). For airborne vehicles, these 
materials have to be lightweight and compact. Furthermore they have to withstand 
various environmental influences. With present day radar technology however, metal 
objects the size of a tennis ball are readily detected at a range of 200 km.

Chamber scale (anechoic measurement chambers)

The major part of costs in building anechoic measurement chambers lies in the 
amount of radar absorbing material that has to have a very good performance over an as 
wide as possible bandwidth. The most common configuration is a rectangular metal box 
with ferrite tiles applied to the inner walls to absorb the highest frequencies. On top of 
those tiles, usually thick pyramidal or conical loaded foam absorbers are applied to absorb
the lower frequencies.

A possibility to reduce the amount of RAM needed in an anechoic chamber is to 
make an ellipsoid reverberation chamber, placing the radiating source in one focus and an 
amount of RAM in the other focus, as discussed in patent 4931798.

Furthermore, there are many different ways to construct RAM if space is 
available. There is a vast amount of different geometric shapes, for example pyramids, 
cones, hemispheres, cylinders, serrated variants of those and so on. There is also a wide 
variety in the material used in those geometries, like carbon loaded foam, graded 
impedance foams, other types of foam loadings, Jauman based multilayered shapes, 
practically all discussed electric and magnetic type absorbers are applicable here.
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Part 2

An Ultra Thin Metamaterial Absorber for Power Sandwich 
Applications
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High power EMC components (like filters) are large...

figure 10.1: Example of a filter for high power EMC applications

In modern electronics, due to ever increasing integration of functional circuitry, 
the relative amount of PCB space occupied by passive components also increases. With 
this, PCB costs are largely governed by the costs of passive components. Most of these 
components are necessary for EMC compliance, especially in high power applications. 
There is much interest in reducing the size of these components by for instance changing 
shapes, geometrical packaging and integration in PCB design by inter board components, 
specifically:

A power sandwich is a new construction method of a power 
electronic converter in the power range of about 10 W to 1 kW that is 
constructed using a new technology platform. It features:

Automated assembly and potentially much lower production cost 
than current state of art production.
Very low profile and high power density as a result of reduced 
packaging material, low thermal resistance and containment of 
EMI with a reduced number of components.
The possibility to integrate the power supply into the electronic 
system.

figure 10.2: The power sandwich

IOP-EMVT project proposal: Power Sandwiches with embedded meta-materials and x-dimension components

Introduction

10. 
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Example of the reduction in size that can be achieved using a
metamaterial approach. These are antennas that have similar
radiation properties at the same frequency [Lai 04].

In 2001 the first bulk block of metamaterial with simultaneously negative 
permittivity and permeability was created [She 01]. These double negative (DNG) 
materials could be characterized by having a negative value of k, i.e. opposite in direction 
to the Poynting vector. This phenomenon has a number of consequences. To name a few 
[Ves 68]:

Phase speed of the wave is negative
Optical path length should be counted negative
Breaking index is negative, refraction is on the same side of the normal
Doppler shift reverses
Cerenkov radiation reverses

Due to the negative counting of wave lengths, devices hitherto bounded by the 
wave length, (resonators, antennas, wave guides), could now be made arbitrarily small by 
combining normal materials with DNG materials. See for example [Lai 04] for reduction 
in size of a patch antenna.

Furthermore, these materials provide a much larger design space for 
electromagnetic devices, because we are no longer restricted to the material parameters of 
existing matter. With a metamaterial approach (designing molecules), one could tune the 
material parameters at will.

Apart from a DNG tuning, one could also tune both εr  and µr  to be the same (for 
zero reflection) and purely imaginary (for maximum attenuation) to produce a critical 
absorber (purely imaginary k).

To embed such material in printed circuit boards, the size of the artificial 
molecules have to be smaller than the sizes up till now (which are in the order of a cm). 
Goal of this research is to downscale metamaterial building blocks.

Building blocks available are found by examining the metamaterial related 
components found in the article citation research.

Split ring resonators (negative permeability) [Pen 99]
Complementary split ring resonators (negative permittivity) [Fal 04], [Bon 06]
Wire meshes (negative permittivity) [Pen 98]
Combinations of the above [Smi 00], [She 01], [Sim 02]
Omega particles [Sim 03]
Sievenpiper surfaces and derivatives [Sie 99]
Space filling curves [McV 03], [McV 04], [McV2 04], [McV3 04], [McV 05]
(2D) microstrip elements [Ele 02], [Che 03], [Grb 03], [Lai 04], [Ele 05], [Cal 06]

Magnetodielectric particles in matrix [Hol 03], [Hol 04]

In this list, the latter is somewhat different, because it relies on scattering on an 
(periodic) array of particles, i.e. resonation in the spatial domain, whereas the former are 
all based on resonation in the time domain.

Analysis and scaling effects of these building blocks will be discussed in the next 
sections.
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In [Pen 99], the imaginary part of the
permeability was chosen positive, while in
this report it is negative, hence the change in
sign before iωγ.

equation [6.26]:

Occasionally the effective permeability of a
split ring resonator is modelled slightly
different, i.e. with ω0

2  in the denominator
instead of ω2  [Boa 06], which results in better
matching in the high frequency, while the
former results in better matching in the low
frequency. In that case, ω2  should be
replaced by ω0

2  in these values.

equation [6.27]:

A model of metamaterial building blocks in the form of a simplified transmission 
line circuit helps in understanding the electromagnetic behaviour of the structure. This is 
usually done by analysing geometry. An analysis of split ring resonators, wire meshes and 
sievenpiper surfaces are discussed in this chapter.

Simplified equivalent circuits

For split ring resonators we have, [Pen 99]

Combined with equation [6.26] this gives per unit length

This can be modelled as the following per unit length circuit

figure 11.1: Equivalent per unit length circuit for a SRR material

Where:

Note that negative µr  implies negative imaginary Z, thus capacitive behaviour of 
this resonant circuit.

For split wires we have

Combined with equation [6.27] this gives per unit length

Analysis

11. 

µr = 1 + Fω2

ω0
2 − ω2 + iωγ

[11.1]

Z = iωµ0µr

Zdx =
µ

iωµ0 +
Fω3 iµ0

ω0
2 − ω2 + iωγ

¶
dx [11.2]

Ls = µ0dx Lp = Fµ0
ω2

ω0
2 dx

Cp = 1
Fω2µ0dx Rp = 1

γCp

[11.3]

εr = 1 +
ωp

2 − ωe0
2

ωe0
2 − ω2 + iων

[11.4]

Y = iωε0εr
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In [Pen 98], the imaginary part of the
permittivity was chosen positive, while in this
report it is negative, hence the change in sign
before iων.

The source of inductance and capacity in a Sievenpiper surface

This can be modelled as the following per unit length circuit

figure 11.2: Equivalent per unit length circuit for a split wire material

Where:

Note that negative εr  implies negative imaginary Y, thus inductive behaviour of 
this resonant circuit.

Qualitatively, this circuit can be easily understood. Recall normal material could be
modelled with a capacitor to ground C0 (see chapter 6 - Theory). Now add thin perfectly 
conducting wires in the direction of the E-field. This adds a short circuit parallel to C0. In 
reality these wires are not perfect, so a resistance and an inductance are added. Cutting the 
wires results in an extra capacitor, which indeed is absent in the circuit for continuous 
wires when we model according to the continuous wire equation from [Pen 98] where ωe0

vanishes.

For a Sievenpiper surface we have the equation for the surface impedance [Sie 99]:

The L and C in this formula are formed by the patches of the surface, as is 
depicted in the picture at the side.

It can be recognised that this forms a high impedance surface near the resonance 
frequency

It is easily seen that this surface can be modelled with the transmission line 
equivalent:

Ydx =

⎛⎝iωε0 +
iωε0ÁÈωp

2 − ωe0
2 ˜
˘

ωe0
2 − ω2 + iων

⎞⎠dx [11.5]

C0 = ε0dx Cw = ε0
ωp

2 − ωe0
2

ωe0
2 dx

Lw = 1
Á
Èωp

2 − ωe0
2 ˜
˘ε0dx

Rw = νLw

[11.6]

εr = 1 −
ωp

2

ω2 − iων
[11.7]

Z = iωL
1 − ω2LC

[11.8]

ω0 = 1
LC
√ [11.9]
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figure 11.4: Equivalent circuit for a Sievenpiper surface

In the case of a microstrip structure, the equivalent circuit is usually known 
beforehand since it is part of the design process. These microstrip structures can be 
tailored to have specified effective material parameters. In practice, microstrip structures 
are generally used for guided wave applications, like filters, transmission lines, retarders, 
couplers and the like.
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In this section, the effects of scaling of metamaterial building blocks for resonance
frequency and effective material parameters will be discussed.

Split ring resonators and complementary split ring resonators

For the effective relative permeability of split ring resonators we have equation 
[11.1]:

where F is the surface fraction occupied by the resonators, γ = 2σ
±

r µ0 a loss factor and 
ω0 the resonance frequency given by:

with A a dimension factor [m-2]. In the case of edge side coupled split ring resonators, A
reads:

It follows that halving all dimensions results in doubling of the resonance frequency. 
Moreover, the loss factor γ will also double because of its r dependence. The real part of 
the permeability will only be smaller than unity above the resonance frequency. Note that 
increasing F, increases the resonance effect in general.

For complementary split ring resonators, everything is similar, but applies to the 
permittivity instead [Fal 04].

Wire meshes

For the effective relative permittivity of a mesh of thin wires we have equation 
[11.7]:

where ν is a loss factor and ωp the plasma frequency given by:

Scaling effects

12. 

µr = 1 − Fω2

ω2 − ω0
2 − iωγ

[12.1]

ω0
2 =

3c0
2

π A [12.2]

A = l
r 3ln

¡2c
r
¢ [12.3]

εr = 1 −
ωp

2

ω2 − iων
[12.4]

ωp
2 =

2πc0
2

a2ln
¡a

r
¢ [12.5]
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with a the lattice constant and r the radius of the wires.
We immediately see that halving all dimensions of the mesh results in doubling of 

the plasma frequency, which, on its turn leads to smaller εr . In particular, εr  becomes 
negative for frequencies below the plasma frequency. Halving only the spacing of the 
wires and leaving the wire radius the same results in somewhat more than doubling the 
plasma frequency.

If the wires are cut, the capacity of the splits can be tuned irrespective of the 
overall dimensions by adjusting the cut width. This provides an additional method to 
compensate for scaling effects.

Omega particles

Split ring resonators resonate mostly on the oscillating magnetic field, while wire 
meshes do on the electric field. SRRs do have some electric behaviour, but this is very 
limited. To enhance the electric properties of a split ring resonator and bringing the 
electric and magnetic resonance frequencies in the same range, the Omega particle is 
proposed [Sim 03].

The Omega particle is in essence a combination of the SRR and the wire mesh. 
Therefore, scaling behaviour is very much the same as those individual structures. Like 
with the wire mesh, cut capacity can be tuned to get similar effects.

Sievenpiper surfaces and derivatives

Sievenpiper surfaces can be scaled in two different ways. As with all structures, 
scaling changes the resonance frequency accordingly. The capacity of the surface is 
determined by the gap between the patches, as well as, to a lesser extend, by the patch 
thickness. These dimensions can be scaled independently of other dimensions, so 
downscaling the characteristic surface dimensions (i.e. the patch size), does not necessarily 
have an effect on the surface capacity. The inductance however is determined by the 
patch size as well as by the patch height above the ground plane. Downscaling the surface
dimensions can therefore be compensated by increasing patch height.

Furthermore, downscaling the whole, which leads to increasing resonance 
frequency, can also be compensated by applying overlapping patches, which increases 
capacity, thus lowers the resonance frequency [Sie 99].

Space filling curves

The principle of space filling curves is based in the repetitive partitioning of space 
into four or nine cells (for Hilbert and Peano curves respectively) and connecting the 
centers of these cells. The total length of the curve is thus equal to the total number of 
cells minus one, times the width of a square cell.
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figure 12.1: 1st to 3rd iteration step of a Hilbert curve

For a unit area with sides of length a of the nth iteration Hilbert curve (n ∈ ℕ), the 
width of a cell equals 2−na, so the total length equals:

Inspection of the simulation data from [McV 04] in which the resonance 
frequencies for various orders of Hilbert curves were obtained, shows a linear connection 
between the square root of the curve length and the resonant wave length.

figure 12.2: 1st to 3rd iteration step of a Peano curve

For a unit area with sides of length a of the nth iteration Peano curve (n ∈ ℕ) the 
width of a cell equals 3−na, so the total length equals:

Inspection of the simulation data from [McV2 04] in which the resonance 
frequencies for various orders of Peano curves were obtained, shows a linear connection 
between the square root of the curve length and the resonant wave length.

Due to unit analysis, there should be another length factor which has been 
invariant in the cited literature. This could be a. Comparing [McV 05] to [McV 04] shows 
that a larger a with a Hilbert curve of the same order (hence also larger ln), gives a smaller 
resonance frequency according to the equation:

ln = 2na − 2−na [12.6]

ln = 3na − 3−na [12.7]

ωn
2 ∝

c0
2

aln
=

c0
2

a2
¡
2n − 2−n

¢ [12.8]
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Functional behaviour of F
¡
θ
¢
 versus θ. The dashed-dot lines

represent the asymptotes [Hol 03].

Microstrip elements

A transmission line might consist of several resonator blocks in either shunt or 
series configuration. These resonator blocks are built of an inductor and capacitor in 
general and the blocks resonance frequency is approximately given by:

It should be noted that coupling of various blocks might shift these resonance
frequencies a bit, but the scaling relation stays the same.

Scaling of LC structures only affects the resonant frequency if the values of L and 
C depend on the size of their constituent elements. This is generally the case in microstrip
implementations. Clever folding, however might decrease the footprint size. The above 
mentioned space filling curves might be used as an element in PCB layouts. SRRs, CSRRs 
and other types have also been used in various applications [Crn 05].

Magnetodielectric particles in a matrix

Holloway et. al. used a different approach in making artificial materials with 
negative µ and/or ε by including particles with particular material parameters in a matrix 
with other parameters [Hol 03]. In the case of spherical particles with radius r, particle 
spacing a and material parameters εr2 and µr2 in a matrix with material parameters εr1 and 
µr1, the effective material parameters become:

with:

vf  the volume fraction of the particles given by:

and F
¡
θ
¢
 a function given by:

There are several resonances occurring for defined values of θ, scaling a results in 
equal shifting of these resonances through k0-space, the wave number in free space. 

ω0 = 1
LC
√ [12.9]

ε ' = εr1

⎛⎜⎝⎜⎜1 +
3vf

F
¡
θ
¢

+2be

F
¡
θ
¢
−be

− vf

⎞⎟⎠⎟⎟ [12.10]

µ ' = µr1

⎛⎜⎝⎜⎜1 +
3vf

F
¡
θ
¢

+2bm

F
¡
θ
¢
−bm

− vf

⎞⎟⎠⎟⎟ [12.11]

be = ε1
ε2
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µ1
µ2

[12.12]

vf = 4πr 3

3a3
[12.13]
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¡
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Scaling a also results in scaling in volume fraction, decreasing volume fraction results in a 
narrowing band around the resonance frequencies.

Advantage of this approach is that the design is relatively simple, all one needs is 
two types of material in a very simple configuration. It should be noted however that the 
periodicity of the whole is crucial to the functioning.

Conclusion

Space filling curves are recognized to provide the best possibilities for scale 
reduction, since the frequency shift caused by scaling, can be compensated by increasing 
the iteration order. However, structures get increasingly dense when doing this. If we 
ignore the one missing edge, for constant resonance frequency, we get for the Hilbert 
curve:

Therefore, for the length of a single edge (which is a measure for the resolution of
the structure) le we have:

It should be noted that we have seen that microstrip elements resonance 
frequency does not rely on size at all at first glance, but is determined by L and C only. 
However, when these components are implemented as lumped elements, it is still the size 
of those elements that determine these L and C parameters. There are several ways to 
implement lumped elements, one of which is the application of space filling curves.

a22n = constant [12.15]

le = a
2n ∝ a3 [12.16]
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Salisbury screens are very good and easy to understand absorbers at a certain 
frequency. However, they have the major drawback that they must have a ¼λ thickness 
for the desired frequency, which might be undesirably large. A first step in reducing the 
thickness of Salisbury screens is the application of high ε ' or µ ' materials. This will 
increase the real part of the wave number k, thus shortening the wave length of a 
particular frequency in that material.

figure 13.1: Construction of a PEC based absorber (Salisbury screen) and a PMC based absorber

To improve the bandwidth of a Salisbury screen absorber, a microwave absorbing 
spacer can be used. The thickness of the whole still determines the central absorbing 
frequency, but an enhanced imaginary part of the wave number k at other frequencies, 
which can be achieved by increasing the imaginary parts of εr  or µr , gives rise to improved 
absorption at those parts of the spectrum. The sheet resistance of the resistive sheet 
should be adjusted to compensate for the extra loss in the spacer. These types of 
absorbers are sold by for example [FSi 06].

Understanding Salisbury screens with Smith charts

Starting with a PEC backplane, we are in the 0Ω point in the Smith chart, a 
reflection coefficient of -1 can be recognised. Adding a ¼λ spacer, corresponds to a 180°
rotation around the origin, arriving at the ∞Ω point. This combination now acts as a PMC
at a particular frequency. Adding a 377Ω sheet in parallel to this system, makes us arrive in 
the origin of the chart, indicating zero reflection. It is also clear that starting with a PMC 
removes the need for the ¼λ spacer.

Goal and Expectations

13. 
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When we only consider absorbers with a metal backing, we always start 
somewhere on the unit circle, since all incoming energy will be reflected. The phase of the
reflection makes the reflector a PEC, PMC or something in between, which is the general 
case. In the latter case, a spacer smaller than ¼λ should be added to arrive in the ∞Ω
point, which is in the case of partial resonance.

When we have an artificial structure partially resonating at a certain frequency, it 
does not resonate at a whole lot of other frequencies. At these frequencies, the structure 
just acts as a PEC (because of the PEC backing). If an absorber is built with this structure, 
we need to add a less than ¼λ spacer to make an absorber at that resonance frequency. 
However, at some other frequency, the thickness of the spacer is ¼λ of that frequency. 
Since the structure is presumably not resonant at that other frequency, the whole also acts
as an absorber there. Therefore, the spectrum of this absorber is expected to show two 
absorption peaks, one at the resonant frequency ωr  of the structure, the other at the 
"Salisbury frequency" ωs of the complete absorber. It is recognised that

In case of a spacer made of absorbing material, the rotation should be replaced 
with a path spiralling inwards, accounting for gradual attenuation.

figure 13.2: Smith chart trajectory for the Salisbury screen.

λr > λs ⇒ ωr < ωs [13.1]
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For further research, a new class of space filling curve particles is introduced. The 
Hilbert curve can be made somewhat more symmetric, resulting in the so called H-curve:

figure 14.1: 1st to 3rd iteration of a H curve

This curve can be closed, in contrast to the Hilbert curve and be made even more 
symmetric, resulting in the flake curve:

figure 14.2: 1st to 3rd iteration of a closed flake curve

This basic flake curve gives rise to a family of flake curves where the relative width 
of the indents are varied, the skew flake.

figure 14.3: 1st to 3rd iteration of a skew flake curve

The basic flake curve was modelled in a HF method of moments program as a
single element. It was illuminated by a plane wave of varying frequency and the current 
distribution along the wire was observed. The same procedure as in [McV3 04] was used, 

Simulations

14. 
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1st to 3rd iteration of the open H and flake curve

in order to be able to compare the results. As a check, the Peano curve as specified was 
modelled in the Method of Moments (MoM) program Feko [Fek 03] which yielded the 
exact same results.

figure 14.4: Resonance image from [McV3 04] and reproduction in FEKO [Fek 03]

Next, the first to third iteration of the open and closed H-curves and the flake 
curve were modelled. The width a of the unit cell was chosen to be 4 cm. This is actually 
not the side dimension of the curve itself, since there is some extra padding space around 
the curve. For the open H-curve, the total curve length is the same as for the Hilbert 
curve.

For the closed H-curve and flake curve, an extra edge is added, so the last term 
vanishes:

The first and second resonances (if available) are listed in the table below.

Iteration 1 2 3
Open H-curve

1st resonance (x) 5.31 2.26 1.27
2nd resonance (x) - 4.33 2.26
1st resonance (y) 2.53 1.09 0.64
2nd resonance (y) - 3.16 1.72

Closed H-curve
1st resonance (x) 4.06 2.17 1.27
2nd resonance (x) - 5.67 3.07
1st resonance (y) 4.06 2.17 1.27
2nd resonance (y) - 6.48 3.16

Flake curve
1st resonance 4.06 2.26 1.36
2nd resonance - 6.12 3.25

These models were subjected in free space to a frequency sweep form 0.1 to 9 
GHz. In the figures below, the maximum current in the structure is plotted against the 
incident frequency, as has been done in [McV3 04].

ln = 2na − 2−na [14.1]

ln = 2na [14.2]
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figure 14.6: Open H curve

figure 14.6: Closed H curve
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figure 14.6: Flake curve

Closing the H curve brings the horizontal and vertical resonances to the same 
frequency. Since total curve lengths of the closed H curve and the flake curve are the 
same, comparable resonance frequencies are expected. It can be seen however that the 
flake resonances are at a somewhat higher frequency. This is presumably due to 
somewhat less capacitance, caused by the change in geometry (less close parallel edges). In
the closed H curve, horizontal resonance is somewhat stronger than the vertical 
resonance, because there are more horizontal edges, especially for higher iteration.

To get an idea of the effect of adding a ground plane to the curve, a fourth order 
flake curve was modelled at varying distance from a 25.5 mm square ground plane, as well
as without the ground plane. The unit cell dimension of the curve was also chosen to be 
25.5 mm. Ground plane distance was varied from 0.1 to 15 mm and the location of 
resonance peaks were identified with the aid of a maximum current plot as before.

In the next figure, the resonance frequencies are plotted as a function of ground 
plane distance. In the right side of the figure, to the right of the dashed line, the values for 
the curve without ground plane is added. At certain distances, more resonant peaks were 
visible which disappear at higher distances. Four typical peaks can be identified at all 
distances.
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figure 14.7: Shifting of resonance frequencies as a function of ground plane distance

It is very clear that resonance frequencies drop when the ground plane comes 
closer than about 3 mm. For minimisation purposes, this is a good thing. It should be 
noted however, that this frequency and size drop comes at a cost of decreased bandwidth.

A few resonance diagrams are given below

  

  

 
figure 14.8: The resonance diagrams for a single flake curve at a distance of 0.1 mm, 0.2 mm, 0.5 mm, 1 mm, 2 mm, 5 
mm and 10 mm of a ground plane and lastly without ground plane.
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Construction of a PEC based absorber (Salisbury screen) and a
PMC based absorber

Example: Salisbury screen absorber

As an example project, a Salisbury screen absorber, tuned to 10 GHz was 
simulated in another HF simulation utility HFSS [Ans 04]. The setup is depicted in the 
figure below. The whole consists of an vacuum box with sides linked as master slave 
pairs. The bottom boundary was set as PEC, the top boundary was set as radiation 
boundary. At 7.5 mm above the ground plane (at a quarter wave length) a 0.1 mm thick 

resistive sheet with a sheet resistance of 377Ω□  was placed. The bulk conductivity was 

determined as follows:

figure 14.10: The simulation model setup in Ansoft HFSS.

A plot of the scattered E field amplitude at 50 mm above the center clearly shows 
a reflection dip centered around 10 GHz. Replacing the PEC by a PMC and stacking the 
resistive sheet right on top of it gives a very broad absorption since the structure has 
become nearly independent of wave length. The resistive sheet has a finite thickness
(0.1 mm) and this results in a mismatch between the two reflected wave parts and thus in
a less than perfect absorption. This mismatch is relatively larger at short wave lengths and 
hence the scattered field is somewhat larger at high frequencies.

377 Ω□ =̂ 1
0.1 ⋅ 10−3 ⋅ 377

= 26.5 S
m

[14.3]
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Second order flake curve

figure 14.11: Scattered electric field as function of frequency for a classic and PMC Salisbury screen absorber in HFSS

It is clear that the PMC Salisbury absorber has a very good absorption over a very 
large bandwidth, specifically, more than 99.99% absorption (40 dB) over the entire 
sampled frequency range (5 - 15 GHz). Artificial magnetic conductors (AMCs) can be 
made [Soh 06], so application of these AMC ground planes in Salisbury screens is a logical 
next step [Eng 02].

Second order flake curve array

In HFSS, an infinite array of fractal curves was simulated in order to obtain an 

artificial magnetic ground plane (AMC). Above this ground plane, a 377 Ω□  sheet (space 

cloth) was positioned to obtain a magnetic Salisbury screen.
[Soh 06] simulated an AMC structure made from a second order Hilbert curve 

etched on a PCB with a thickness of 2.54 mm, backed by a ground plane. Side dimension 
of the curve was 11.4 mm, track width was 0.7 mm and inter element spacing was 1.5 
mm. Electric permittivity of the PCB was 6.0. Those parameters were also used, but a 
second order flake curve was used instead and a 0.1 mm thick space cloth was added 
above the structure. Thickness of the tracks was not mentioned, but was taken as typically
0.05 mm. The HFSS model is shown below. Sides of the air box were linked as 
master-slave pairs to simulate an infinite array of the structure. A radiation port was added 
at the top to open the structure to an incident plane wave source (default face material is 
PEC). At the bottom a PEC was added as a ground plane. The PCB material was chosen 
from the library as Rogers TMM 6.
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figure 14.13: The complete model as built in HFSS

Frequency was swept over a range from 1 to 10 GHz and the distance from the 
space cloth to the structure was varied from 0 to 10 mm. Because, as discussed in the 
previous chapter, we generally have partially resonant structure, we need to compensate 
for a nonzero phase shift of the structure. In the figure below, the reflected wave intensity 
is plotted against the frequency for several distances of the space cloth. To make the 
bundle of curves more clear, every third curve is highlighted.

figure 14.14: Second order flake curve spectrum

As expected, several absorption peaks can be recognized. At the right of the 
spectrum, around 7 - 8 GHz, we see the classic Salisbury absorption peak, which shifts to 
higher frequencies for lower space cloth distances, as one would expect classically. In this 
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part of the spectrum, the flake curve is mostly transparent. Around 5 GHz, there is a very 
pronounced peak, which is at the same frequency for all space cloth distances. This peak 
is a result of resonance of the flake curve. At this frequency, phase shift is non-zero, so a 
compensation from space cloth spacing is needed. Surprisingly the peak is quite broad at 
the lower frequency side. At around 2 GHz, another, far less pronounced, resonant 
absorption peak can be recognized.

Third order flake curve array

figure 14.15: Third order flake curve spectrum

The resonant peak at around 5 GHz that we saw with the second order flake 
curve is now shifted downwards to around 4 GHz. We see that bandwidth is substantially 
decreased. A higher resonant peak at around 5.5 GHz has emerged from the Salisbury 
peak. In general, the bandwidth is substantially less than the second order flake variant.
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The research conducted was theoretic in its nature. Since simulations are also just 
simulations, it would be wise to actually make the proposed materials and characterise 
them in sito. Combination of materials seem to provide a good way in further minimizing 
absorber thickness as has been seen in various patents (component 19 mainly). A 
Salisbury screen is yet the most compact version of the more general Jauman absorber, 
but materials with high real part of the wave number can help in further flattening the 
whole. Materials with high imaginary part of the wave number can aid in broadening the 
absorption band. A metamaterial approach can replace the ¼λ space at least partially.

It is recommended to further investigate different fractal curve versions, for 
example the skew flake. Also, the field of fractal antennas might provide new and helpful 
information about broadening the band of metamaterial fractal surfaces. Fractal antennas 
are generally broad band due to the self similarity of the fractal shape at different scales. 
This knowledge might be applied to obtain new fractal curves for metamaterial surfaces.

Lastly, other applications of artificial magnetic conductors might also be useful. 
For example, an antenna could be very close to an AMC surface and behave similar to an 
antenna at a ¼λ distance from a ground plane [Soh 06]

Recommendations

15. 
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Pajek [Paj 06] is a network visualisation program written by Vladimir Batagelj and 
Andrej Mrvar. The program provides a vast number of operations that can be applied to 
networks and network data. In this research, Pajek version 1.15 was used.

Frequently used operations require a number of actions in Pajek. Since 
terminology might be inconsistent (or at least confusing) between this thesis, [Gro 05] and
Pajek, the operations are listed below.

Splitting the network in separate islands
Net -> Components -> Weak

Extracting the largest island
Operations -> Extract from Network -> Partition

Calculating SPNP Values
Net -> Citation Weights -> Search Path Node Pair

Copying values of a vector collection to incoming links
Operations -> Vector -> Vector # Network -> Input

Keep only outgoing links with highest value, this produces a network of main paths
Net -> Transform -> Remove -> all Arcs from each Vertex except -> k with 
Highest Line Values

Pajek operations

17. 
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The network structures of the components of the patent citation research are 
displayed below.

figure 18.1: Component 19

figure 18.1: Component 225

Patent component 
networks

18. 
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figure 18.2: Component 1569

figure 18.2: Component 767
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figure 18.3: Component 1290

figure 18.3: Component 1136
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figure 18.4: Component 775

figure 18.4: Component 576
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figure 18.5: Component 35

figure 18.5: Component 1239
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AMC 3, 33
balanced combined right/left-handed transmission line 20
Cascading Style Sheets 4
complex relative permittivity 14
components 25, 26
DNG 33
dielectric constant 12
EM 10
ENG 33
electric displacement 12
FSS 36
Faraday cage 10
GA 36
islands 25
Jauman absorber 22
MNG 33
MoM 53
metamaterials 11
PCB 35
PEC 15
PMC 15
percolation threshold 33
permittivity of free space 12
power sandwich 40
purely left handed material 18
purely right handed material 18
RAM 10, 38
relative permittivity 12
SPNP 25
SRR 24
Salisbury screen 22
space cloth 22
space filling curves 36
split ring resonator 24
transition frequency 19

Index

19. 
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